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F
Abstract—In this paper, we study performance and energy saving benefits of hardware acceleration under different hardware configurations
and usage scenarios for a state-of-the-art Fast Multipole Method (FMM),
which is a popular N-body method. We use a dedicated Application
Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) to accelerate General Matrix-Matrix
Multiply (GEMM) operations. FMM is widely used in applications and
is representative example of the workload for many HPC applications.
We compare architectures that integrate the GEMM ASIC next to, in
or near main memory with an on-chip coupling aimed at minimizing or
avoiding repeated round-trip transfers through DRAM for communication
between accelerator and CPU. We study tradeoffs using detailed and
accurately calibrated x86 CPU, accelerator and DRAM simulations.
Our results show that simply moving accelerators closer to the chip
does not necessarily lead to performance/energy gains. We demonstrate that, while careful software blocking and on-chip placement optimizations can reduce DRAM accesses by 2X over a naive on-chip
integration, these dramatic savings in DRAM traffic do not automatically
translate into significant total energy or runtime savings. This is chiefly
due to the application characteristics, the high idle power and effective
hiding of memory latencies in modern systems. Only when more aggressive co-optimizations such as software pipelining and overlapping are
applied, additional performance and energy savings can be unlocked
by 37% and 35% respectively over baseline acceleration. When similar
optimizations (pipelining and overlapping) are applied with an off-chip
integration, on-chip integration delivers up to 20% better performance
and 17% less total energy consumption than off-chip integration
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I NTRODUCTION

The end of Moore’s law era means that single-socket,
general-purpose hardware is quickly approaching its limits.
A possible path to increasing single-socket performance is
to consider ASIC-based special-purpose hardware (hereby
an “accelerator”). By sacrificing programmability, accelerators provide the best performance with respect to time-tosolution and energy consumption.
However, most of the existing research on ASIC-based
accelerators has focused on individual computational kernels [12], [11], [42], [41], [27], [35]. In practice, many applications comprise several compute and data transformation
kernels (e.g., scatter/gather, transpose, and permutation
operations), out of which selected kernels such as General
Matrix-Matrix Multiplies (GEMMs) and Fast Fourier Transforms (FFTs) are offloaded to an accelerator.
A key concern in system-level design is the architectural integration of the accelerator with the host system.
Where in the memory hierarchy do we place the accelerator
in order to reduce data movement and communication

overhead? Traditionally, accelerators have been integrated
as off-chip devices placed near DRAM. This requires all
data to be exchanged through DRAM. Such off-chip data
movement can negate performance benefits of acceleration
and can account for up to 50% of dynamic access energy
in HPC applications [14]. More recently, accelerators have
been moved in or near main memory [3], [50], but this
only affects how efficiently the accelerator itself can access
memory. To minimize or completely avoid off-chip DRAM
transfers, accelerators can instead be integrated on the same
die and coupled by sharing the last-level cache (LLC) with
CPUs [32], [48], [1]. However, such a design also has its own
shortcomings. If data exceeds LLC capacity, expensive spills
to DRAM will still take place—depending on application
locality patterns. Overall, deciding on whether on-chip or
off-chip placement is better depends strongly on application
and architecture interactions.
In this paper, we present a comprehensive algorithm/architecture co-design case study for a complex
HPC application consisting of multiple interdependent
kernels executing on a host CPU assisted by a custom hardware accelerator. We quantify, analyze, and explain the impact of joint accelerator integration and placement, algorithm/architecture and hardware/software cooptimizations on a representative HPC code both from a
performance and energy perspective. Specifically, we study
these tradeoffs for an application that consists of multiple
GEMM calls that are combined with complex data-structure
accesses and memory reshuffling. This workload is common
in many HPC applications but as an example we study the
Fast Multipole Method (FMM). FMM approximates a dense,
O(N 2 ) matrix-vector multiplication by a sparse, O(N )
matrix-vector multiplication. FMM belongs to the broad
class of N -body methods used in computational physics and
machine learning [17], [6], [38], [31], [20]. The fraction spent
in N-body solvers varies from 100% in electromagnetic and
acoustic scattering, to 80% in astrophysics and complex fluid
simulations, to less than 50% in molecular dynamics.
We consider the near-interaction computation in volume
FMM (a particular FMM variant), referred to as the “Ulist”. The U-list computation is a sparse matrix-vector multiplication computed by traversing a non-uniform octree
to setup a series of GEMMs of various sizes, interleaved
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with data reshuffling, and matrix-matrix accumulation. In
well-optimized FMM codes the U-list accounts for 50% of
execution time. The remaining time goes to far-interactions,
which have the same workload pattern [37]. Indeed, this
pattern—GEMMs interleaved with data-transformations—
is prominent in HPC applications, e.g., N-body methods,
high-order finite element methods [7] and hierarchical matrices [49]. By varying a parameter that controls the size of
the GEMMs in the U-list, we can model workloads that are
both compute- and memory-bound.
We accelerate the GEMM operations in the U-list using a dedicated ASIC, the Linear Algebra Processor (LAP)
from [41] as an example of a typical GEMM accelerator. We
chose the LAP for our studies since it represents an extreme
case of acceleration that amplifies the impact of placement
and data movement tradeoffs. Compared to modern GPUs,
the LAP delivers a similar performance while having 7-10x
better energy efficiency [41]. Note that our primary goal is
to study relative accelerator placement effects/tradeoffs in
terms of total system energy and runtime, not absolute benefits or comparison of specific acceleration options. As such,
while quantitative results will vary, we expect the main
qualitative placement insights to be independent of and to
transfer to other accelerators or system configurations.
To study placement tradeoffs, we first develop a generic
performance model. Using this model, we perform design
space explorations across different application and architecture parameters. We complement analytical studies with
simulations using the extended MARSSx86 system simulator from [5], which integrates a LAP and is calibrated to
closely match the performance of modern x86 machines
for faithful heterogeneous system studies. We extend this
simulator with detailed energy [33] and DRAM [43] models.
Using this setup, we study different architecture variants by
integrating the U-list with GEMM on the LAP, and we test
performance and energy for U-list without LAP, U-list with
a LAP next to or in DRAM, and U-list with on-chip coupling
of the LAP at the LLC. We combine architecture with algorithm co-optimizations by proposing software modifications
for data blocking, pipelining and overlapping of accelerator
computations.
Our results show that simply integrating accelerators onto the chip does not necessarily lead to performance/energy wins. For the FMM application we evaluate
in our study, naive on-chip integration of a hardware accelerator alone can reduces DRAM accesses by up to 26%
compared to an off-chip integration. With careful algorithm
co-optimizations, DRAM accesses can be reduced further
by up to 2x for a total of 3x savings. However, even after
carefully blocking GEMM operations to fit into LLCs, there
are only minor performance and energy variations over
a naive off-chip integration. This is due to the computedominated nature of GEMM operations and performance
otherwise being determined by base memory overhead. We
similarly observed that when taking static memory idle,
leakage and refresh power into account, the large reductions
in dynamic DRAM accesses do not translate into significant
total energy savings. However, when more aggressive cooptimizations such as software pipelining and overlapping
with on-chip accelerator coupling are applied, further runtime and energy savings of 37% and 35% are achieved,

respectively. When similar optimizations are employed in
off-chip integration, on-chip integration offers up to 20%
better performance with 17% less total energy consumption. As such, we observe that on-chip integration offers
more opportunities for runtime and energy gains. However,
depending on application characteristics and parameters,
overall performance and energy are in other cases comparable across off- or on-chip couplings.
In summary, we make the following contributions:
•

•

•

•

We study accelerator integration tradeoffs for a
representative N-body code comprehensively under
consideration of different application and architecture scenarios, hardware/software co-optimizations,
problems sizes and FMM parameters, which allow
us to simulate both compute-bound and memorybound workloads.
We co-optimize architectures and algorithms
by
developing
novel
accelerator-aware
hardware/software
coupling
and
algorithm
optimizations.
We quantify, analyze and identify detailed acceleration benefits, tradeoffs and limitations in the context
of the FMM U-list and the LAP ASIC using both analytical performance models as well as simulations.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first comprehensive co-design study of actual system-wide
hardware acceleration benefits and tradeoffs under
different accelerator integration/placement, architecture and software optimizations, specifically for custom hardware FMM acceleration.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: after
related work discussion in Section 2, we provide a background on FMM and the LAP accelerator in Section 3.
We then introduce generalized application and architecture models as well as HW/SW co-optimizations in Sections 4 through 6. Using analytical performance models, we
present projections and an exploration of different application/architecture scenarios in Section 7. Finally, we demonstrate a comprehensive simulation-based performance and
energy evaluation in Section 8, followed by a summary and
outlook in Section 9.

2

R ELATED W ORK

The demand for increased system specialization and heterogeneity originated as a response to the end of traditional semiconductor scaling [18], [47]. To date, heterogeneous computing has received steady attention both in
academia [11], [42], [23], [54] and industry [29], [1]. As one
type of specialization, custom hardware accelerators and
accelerator-rich system designs promise order of magnitude
performance and power benefits beyond traditional CPUs
and GPUs. Accelerators are often designed as standalone
components that communicate with the rest of the system
through some interface [27], [35]. While a large amount of
accelerator research has focused on the performance and
energy improvements [47], [11], [23], [41], system-level integration and implications have received less consideration.
Initially, such ASICs were envisioned as external devices
located in a separate chip different from the host system. As
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such, any data transfer has to be exchanged through DRAM.
To address the overhead of off-chip memory accesses, researchers have proposed methods for hiding communication latency using overlapped computations, e.g. via special
direct memory access (DMA) [51], [44], [26] and DMA
pipelining mechanisms [41]. More recently, processing-inmemory (PIM) architectures have gained renewed attention [34]. With advancements in 3D technology, integration
of general-purpose or specialized compute units into the
logic layer of 3D stacks has been investigated to exploit massive memory bandwidth at low energy consumption. While
such approaches in general help move accelerator computation closer to memory, not every application pattern can
benefit. In particular, most PIM work assume limited to no
data sharing between the PIM accelerators and the host [3],
[50]. By contrast, in domains where data is frequently shared
and exchanged, the potential benefit of PIM acceleration is
limited and unclear.
Alternatively, we can place the accelerator on the chip.
To optimize on-chip cache-level integration, caching and
cooperative prefetching policies have been proposed [32],
[48]. Other approaches allow accelerator local memories to
become part of the shared cache substrate, thereby extending LLC capacity when accelerators are not in use [15].
Within this context, PIM-like approaches closely couple
accelerators with on-chip caches [2], but such architectures
are again targeted at offloading operations that manipulate
data already residing in caches.
In all cases, existing work is limited to hardware- and
architecture-managed integration issues. There is no existing work that evaluates and compares actual system-wide
benefits and tradeoffs of different on-/off-chip accelerator
couplings. Our work is the first to study and demonstrate
cross-layer acceleration tradeoffs from a system-level and
hardware/software perspective, specifically in the context
of HPC applications. Furthermore, not only do we study
hardware-centric optimizations, but we also propose software modifications to fully exploit performance and energy opportunities of acceleration. Our results show that
for real applications, careful architecture and software cooptimization effort is required in order to unlock on-chip
integration gains. We do not discuss the vast literature
on HPC applications on GPU-accelerated systems. Again,
our primary goal is to study relative accelerator placement
effects/tradeoffs in terms of total system energy and runtime, not advocating for absolute benefits or comparison of
specific acceleration options. For a review focused on energy
consumption see [39].
Previous work have investigated FMM acceleration opportunities using GPUs and FPGAs [53], [16], [24], [9].
Examples of GPUs and FMM coupling (and an energy
consumption model) include [10] and [14]. Special-purpose
systems for N-body codes include [40], [45]. More relevant
to the questions we study in this paper are efforts to
integrate N -body methods with FPGAs. Examples include
[46] in which a direct O(N 2 ) N-body code (without FMM
acceleration) is ported to an FPGA. In [52], the authors
combine FPGAs with tree codes (another variant of fast
N -body code). This is an FFT based N-body particle code,
where near interactions for each tree node are shipped to
an FPGA. The authors evaluate performance improvements,

but they do not study the coupling placement and cooptimizations tradeoffs questions we consider here. In [36]
the authors study an ASIC for the direct evaluation of pairwise interactions. The main focus of [36] is the description of
the ASIC and characterization of its performance. It does not
examine more complex algorithms like FMM and no other
architectural tradeoffs are studied.

3

BACKGROUND

In this section, we briefly describe the FMM application and
LAP accelerator used as examples for our study.
3.1

FMM

The FMM was originally presented in [22] as an algorithm
to accelerate computation of gravitational (or Coulombic)
potentials due to a distribution of N-particles (also called an
N-body problem),

φi =

N
X

G(xi , xj ) mj ,

(1)

j=1

where xi and mi are the positions and masses of the
particles, G(xi , xj ) = 4π|xi1−xj | is the gravitational potential
kernel and φi is the required potential at particle i. This
is essentially a matrix-vector product with a dense N×N
matrix whose entries are Gij = G(xi , xj ) and it requires
O(N 2 ) work to compute this product. The FMM works by
geometrically partitioning the problem into smaller boxes
(Figure 1-Left) using a tree data-structure (called octree in
3D). The interactions between adjacent boxes (called the
U-list interactions) are computed directly and all other interactions are computed using clever hierarchical low-rank
approximations. This reduces the overall cost to O(N ).
Based on this idea several variants of FMM have been
developed, including the volume FMM [21], [19], [13], [30],
[37], [38], which computes potentials due to continuous
mass (or electric charge) distributions through an integral
transform. The potential computed in this way solves the
Poisson’s equation: ∆φ = f where f is the mass density
and φ is the required potential. This idea is also applicable to solving many other partial differential equations
(PDEs). Instead of computing interactions between irregular
distributions of particles, volume FMM can be viewed as
having regularly spaced particles in each leaf-box of the tree,
sampling the density function at those locations1 (Figure 1Center). In 3D, there are (q+1)(q+2)(q+3)/6 ≈ q 3 /6 particles per box, where the parameter q is the order of the
method. Interactions between adjacent boxes, called the
near-interaction or the U-list interactions, are computed
directly using matrix-vector products while the interactions
with the remaining boxes are computed using hierarchical
low-rank approximations. In this paper, we only consider
the U-list part of the computation which we describe in
more detail below.
The N-body problems that we consider are translationally invariant and scale invariant i.e. if all the particles are
shifted in space by the same amount or the distance between
1. in practice we use a Galerkin scheme using Chebyshev basis
instead of a nodal basis; however, this detail is unimportant for the
discussion in this paper.
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Fig. 1: Left: A gravitational N-body problem depicting a galaxy with several particles and the geometric partitioning of
the problem in FMM. The particles in the red-box interact directly (using matrix-vector product) only with particles in
the blue-boxes (in addition to the red-box itself). The remaining interactions are approximated using hierarchical low-rank
approximations. Center: The continuous analogue of the particle N-body problem. The continuous mass density function
is sampled at regularly spaced points (green) in each box. The interactions between particles in the red-box are computed
using direct mat-vecs with particles in the red and blue boxes. This set of boxes is called the U-list of the red box and the
interactions are called U-list interactions. Right: The N ×N matrix for a volume FMM problem with order q = 14 and 358
boxes, each containing 680 particles for a total of N = 2.4e5 particles. Each pixel in the image represents a dense 680×680
block of the matrix corresponding to the interaction between two boxes. The colored pixels represent the U-list interactions
and the colors denotes one of the 10 precomputed matrices from which it is derived.
the particles is scaled by a constant factor, then the potentials
remain the same (up to a constant scaling factor). In the
volume FMM, since the particles are regularly spaced in
each box, the matrix block for the U-list interaction between
two boxes depends only on the relative position of the two
boxes. In our octree data structure, we ensure that adjacent
leaf-nodes are within one level of each other. This restricts
the number of unique U-list interaction matrix blocks to just
139 and allows us to precompute these matrix blocks instead
of evaluating the matrix entries on the fly. Furthermore,
these N-body problems are also rotationally invariant i.e.
if the entire domain is rotated then the potentials still do not
change. For the FMM algorithm this implies that each of the
139 U-list interaction matrix blocks (Ai for i = 1, · · · , 139)
can be derived from one of ten precomputed matrices by reordering and scaling its rows and columns: Ai = M i Âji K i ,
where M i and K i are permutation and scaling operators
(special type of sparse matrices) requiring O(q 3 ) storage
each; and Âj (for j = 1, · · · , 10) are precomputed dense
matrices requiring O(q 6 ) storage each.
Figure 1-Right shows the U-list matrix blocks in a volume FMM problem with the colors denoting the precomputed matrix from which the matrix-block is derived. The
repeating matrix blocks provide tremendous opportunity
for maximize performance by exploiting data locality in
computing these interactions. The PVFMM library [37], [38],
which is the test bed for for all of our experiments, is highlytuned for the x86 architecture, on which it has demonstrated
up to 60% of the peak theoretical FLOP rate. It achieves this
high performance using data locality in the computations.
This sparsity pattern and repeating matrix blocks (due
to translational, scale and rotational invariance of the PDE)
is also typical of other other PDE solvers relying on uniform
meshes or trees based spatial discretization of the domain,

such as finite element methods (FEM) and finite difference
methods (FDM). Therefore, the results of our experiments
also extend to these methods. Furthermore, the parameter
q , which we vary in our experiments, determines the size
of the matrix blocks in U-list computation and determines
the arithmetic intensity (ratio of floating point operations
to memory operations) of the computation. When q ≥ 8, we
are in a compute-bound regime and the workload resembles
many practical FMM problems as well as high-order stencil
codes. When q < 8, we are in a memory-bound regime and
the workload resembles low-order block-structured stencil
codes. Thus by varying q we can analyze both computebound and memory-bound applications.

3.2

Linear Algebra Processor (LAP)

We use the Linear Algebra Processor (LAP) in our studies as
an example of a typical GEMM accelerator. With specialized
microarchitecture optimizations, the LAP can provide massive parallel compute capabilities within tight power and
area constraints. Previous work has demonstrated that a
double-precision LAP with 15 internal cores can run GEMM
with 600 GFLOPS at 1.4GHz with 90% utilization in an
area of 120mm2 in 45nm technology [41]. By comparison,
modern GPUs reach a GEMM performance of 350 GFLOPS
at 70% utilization in a total of 500mm2 chip area [41]. All
in all, the LAP achieves 25 GFLOPS/W GEMM efficieny,
making it 10x more energy efficient than modern GPUs [41].
Figure 2 shows the overall microarchitecture of a single
LAP core. It consists of a 2D array of 4 × 4 processing
elements (PEs). Each PE has a multiply-accumulate (MAC)
unit with a local accumulator and local storage separated
into a bigger single-ported and a smaller dual-ported local
memory. PEs are connected by low-overhead horizontal and
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vertical broadcast buses. MAC units perform the inner dotproduct computations central to GEMM operation.
A LAP can integrate multiple cores together with a
shared local scratchpad memory. When a GEMM kernel
is offloaded to the LAP, its problem size can exceed LAP
local memory capacity. To address this challenge, the LAP
internally tiles/blocks larger problems into smaller chunks
that fit into its local memory and that are processed successively. Figure 3 illustrates the LAP blocking scheme. The
LAP fetches sub-blocks of matrices A, B and C into its
local memory, denoted by Ap , Bp , Ci,j respectively. The LAP
cores then further block sub-matrices to distribute them
across PEs. Multiple LAP cores can thereby operate on
different sub-blocks concurrently. The LAP performs subblock operations repeatedly until the GEMM is complete.
For details about the LAP architecture and its performance analyses see [41]. In our study, we employ a singlecore LAP with 2MB of internal memory. We modified the
application to offload the GEMM kernel to the LAP with the
help of a device driver. The LAP then performs the GEMM,
and interrupts the host CPU when it has finished.

4

A PPLICATION M ODEL

In this section, we use the FMM example to derive a generalized and representative HPC application model. We first
describe FMM dataflow and computation patterns, and then
introduce a corresponding application performance model.
4.1

Data Flow and Computation Patterns

The overall data flow and computation pattern is presented
in Figure 4. It shows the three main parts in U-list com-

putation, namely the input permutation, the main GEMM
Kernel, and the output permutation. The preprocessing or
the input permutation step applies the permutation and
scaling operator K to the input array, labeled “in”, and
assembles the result into the matrix B . This step mainly
consists of light-weight computation along with data shuffling. The main GEMM computation kernel then computes
the product of the precomputed matrix Â with matrix B
and produces matrix C as the result. The width of matrices
B and C is equal to the number of times the matrix block Â
appears in the U-list matrix (shown in Figure 1-Right) and
this can be hundreds or even thousands of columns wide.
Since the GEMM requires a significant amount of compute
resources, it is the main candidate for accelerator offloading.
Once the GEMM is complete, the matrix C is sent to the
host CPU which performs the post-processing computation
to assemble the final result in the array, labeled “out”. This
again involves a combination of light-weight computation
with data reshuffling.
This workflow represents typical program patterns observed in HPC applications consisting of a mix of irregular data transformation and compute-intensive stages.
Throughout this paper, we use the U-list as a representation of application patterns requiring significant data exchanges between irregular code executing on host CPUs and
compute-intensive kernels offloaded to accelerators.
The main FMM parameter in our experiments is q , the
polynomial order of the leaf nodes. For each q , we keep
the total problem size fixed at N = 2.4e5 by adjusting
the number of leaf nodes. The matrix B is in the GEMM
(Figure 4), has height approximately (q +2)3 /6. The average
width of B is approximately 2.35N/((q + 2)3 /6) (the factor
2.35 is the number of times each Âk blocks repeats on
average per block row in the FMM matrix in Figure 1-Right).
Hence for problem size N=2.4e5 and q=10, the size of B is
approximately 286-by-2K and for q=4 it is approximately
35-by-16K. The order q determines one dimension of the
GEMM (the dimension of the square matrix A is approximately (q + 2)3 /6, Figure 4). While the size of B (and C )
remains constant, the smaller q is, the smaller A will be and
the thinner the GEMM becomes.
4.2 Performance Model
We present a performance model for generalized applications that exhibit FMM-like dataflow/computation patterns.
Application model parameters and their values for typical
problem degrees are summarized in Table 1 and Table 2,
respectively. As described earlier, the general application
model consists of three sequential stages:
1) Input permutation: pre-processing to gather leaf node
data with dimensions Noct × Nq and assemble matrix
B with dimensions k × n = Nq × NU .
2) Computational kernel: perform GEMM operations to
compute pieces Cj = Âj Bj = 1 . . . 10 each with
problem size m × k × n = Nq × Nq × NU /10.
3) Output permutation: post-process the combined matrix
C with dimensions m × n = Nq × NU to scatter results
back to leaf nodes.
As mentioned before, pre-/post- processing is executed on
the CPU while the GEMM kernel is either executed on the
CPU or offloaded the LAP.
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Fig. 4: Data flow graph (DFG) of U-list execution and data movement patterns.
TABLE 1: Application model parameters.
Symbol
Description

The total execution time T is the sum of execution
times T1 , T2 and T3 for pre-processing, GEMM and postprocessing, respectively:

T = T1 + T2 + T3

(2)

The total data exchanged between pre-/post-processing
and the GEMM invocation can reach more than 3x the
total capacity of even the large 8MB LLC. This requires
a significant amount of shared data written to the LLC
by a producer to be evicted and spilled to DRAM, from
where the consumer has to read it again. As such, shared
data will be spillled and predominantly exchanged through
DRAM. We can thus derive an upper bound on performance
assuming that pre- and post-processing are memory-bound
and not cache-contained, where their cost is dominated
by the time required to read and write matrices from/to
main memory. In case of pre-processing, this includes writeallocating matrix B into the cache, reading leaf node data,
and writing B back to memory:

T1 = (2NU Nq + Noct Nq )/wC ,

Similarly, in case of post-processing, the cost is determined by the time to read leaf node data, read matrix C ,
and write leaf node data back to memory:
(4)

Finally, assuming that memory accesses and computations are perfectly overlapped, we can derive the cost of
executing the ten GEMM operations as the maximum of
the compute time for one multiply and one accumulate
operation per element and the times to read matrices A and
B and write-allocate and write C from/to memory:

T2 = 10 max(2NU Nq2 /10fC , Nq (Nq + 3NU /10)/wC )
= max(2NU Nq2 /fC , Nq (10Nq + 3NU )/wC ),

Chebyshev degree
(q + 1)(q + 2)(q + 3)/6
Number of leaf nodes
Total number of U-list interactions

fC / fL
wC / wL

CPU/LAP FLOP-rate
CPU/LAP memory bandwidth

TABLE 2: Application parameters as a function of q .
GEMM sizes
q
Nq Noct
NU
m
k
n

4
6
8
10
14
18

35
84
165
286
680
1330

6917
2885
1450
869
358
183

164913
68769
34172
20129
8336
4309

35
84
165
286
680
1330

35
84
165
286
680
1330

16491
6877
3417
2013
834
431

(3)

where wC is the effective memory bandwidth for a combination of regular and irregular transfers made by the CPU.

T3 = (2Noct Nq + NU Nq )/wC .

q
Nq
Noct
NU

(5)

where fC is the effective number of floating-point opera-

tions per second (FLOPS) when executing the GEMM.
We validated our performance model by comparing predicted performance against real performance measured on
an Intel Core i7-920 CPU running at 2GHz with a peak floprate of 8GFLOPS and single-core maximum measured bandwidth of 6.4GB/s (theoretical peak is 12GB/s). We run experiments ten times and measure average performance. The
observed variation across runs is less than ±0.5%. Table 3
shows the comparison of measured execution times versus performance predicted by the model. Results generally
confirm that the model captures runtime trends accurately.
Output permutation runtimes show variations with q that
are not tracked by our model. This is due to memory transfers becoming more irregular and hence more bandwidthinefficient depending on q . We measured a bandwidth of
0.13GB/s for randomized transfers on the Intel machine
and account for this by applying a reduced average CPU
bandwidth of 0.32GB/s in our output permutation model.
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TABLE 3: CPU performance model validation.
Model [MCycles] Real [MCycles]
q T1
T2
T3 T1
T2 T3

4
6
8
10
14

5

29
29
28
29
28

101
242
465
823
1928

38
31
33
35
34

27
26
26
26
25

158
303
533
916
2064

26
33
34
35
34

A RCHITECTURE M ODEL

Based on their granularity of coupling, hardware accelerators can be fundamentally classified as tightly coupled or
loosely coupled [8]. Tightly coupled accelerators are attached
to the main processor pipeline as one or more specialized functional units (FUs) located inside or very close to
the main processor core. They typically realize fine-grain,
short-latency computations, such as floating-point, vector
or SIMD operations. As such, they generally share key
resources with the processor core (e.g., register file, MMU
and L1 data cache) while in some cases possessing their
own additional internal storage. Similar to co-processors,
tightly coupled accelerators require special instruction set
architecture (ISA) extensions to manage their operation.
By contrast, loosely coupled accelerators are located
outside of the main processor core and connected via cache,
memory or I/O buses, or over on- or off-chip interconnect.
Loosely coupled accelerators are often also called coarsegrained, due to the fact that they typically operate on
coarser invocations of complete tasks, kernels or even an
entire application. They typically operate asynchronously,
where triggering of their operation and synchronization
of completion and results is achieved through memorymapped I/O, polling or interrupt mechanisms. Proper communication and synchronization with such accelerators is
accomplished through device drivers for handling of interrupts, cache flushes and/or memory copies. GPUs and
network/cryptography processors [35], [4] are examples
that belong to this class.
In this work, we focus on integration tradeoffs of loosely
coupled custom ASIC accelerators. We use the LAP [41] as
an example for coarse-grain custom hardware acceleration
of GEMM operations in the FMM U-list. We study different
LAP coupling scenarios and their implications and system
tradeoffs. Specifically, we investigate two different cases
(Figure 5): (1) the accelerator is externally coupled as an
off-chip device sharing DRAM with the host CPU, and (2)
the accelerator is located on the same chip as the host CPU
sharing the last level cache (LLC). In this study, we assume a
modern, high-end x86 CPU with a typical aggressive wideissue and out-of-order processor micro-architecture.
5.1

External Off-chip Coupling at Shared DRAM Level

In this scenario (Figure 5a), the LAP is connected to the
external, off-chip system bus. The LAP accesses all its necessary input and output data in the DRAM through the system
bus and a DMA controller. To avoid coherency protocol
overhead, we assume that LAP and CPU are non-coherent.
Instead, as shown in Figure 5a, before the LAP attempts
to read inputs from the memory, if there exists any dirty

data in the host CPU caches, the software has to explicitly
manage coherency and tell the CPU to evict relevant data
from its caches to DRAM. For example, this can be done
via the “clflush” instruction in the x86 ISA. Once data is
synchronized and the LAP has been triggered, it will operate
directly on data in DRAM. The LAP will issue memory
requests to DRAM, subject to DRAM latency. The LAP will
prefetch data and overlap computation and communication
through its internal scratchpad memory. At the end of one
invocation, the LAP will have stored all output data back to
DRAM, from where it can be accessed by the CPU. Before
accessing the LAP results, the CPU driver will ensure that
all previously cached copies are invalidated.
In a PIM setting, the accelerator would be coupled and
integrated directly in or near DRAM. The main benefit is
increased bandwidth for DRAM accesses by the accelerator.
However, GEMM on the LAP is compute-bound and not
bandwidth-limited, i.e., we would not expect to see any
performance benefits from such in-memory integration. As
such, we exclude this as a separate case in our studies. From
an energy perspective, our simulation models currently do
not explicitly account for off-chip interconnect energy. This
underestimates energy costs for DRAM accesses. At the
same time, in a PIM case, off-chip interconnect overhead
would only be incurred for DRAM accesses by the CPU,
which would in turn again be closer to our reported results. In literature, dynamic energy costs of 20pJ/bit are
reported for off-chip DRAM interfaces in current 40nm
technology [28] on top off around 60pJ/bit for actual DRAM
accesses including all dynamic read/write and activation
energy as modeled in our setup. In addition, both interconnect and DRAM incur similar proportions of static versus
dynamic power [25]. Our reported DRAM energy results
can thus be scaled accordingly to account for additional
interconnect costs in either PIM or non-PIM scenarios.
5.2

Internal On-chip Coupling at Shared Cache Level

To avoid communication via external DRAM accesses, we
couple the LAP at the LLC by connecting it to the internal
bus network between L2 and LLC—in the same way as
other cores are interconnected in multicore systems. As
shown in Figure 5b, the LAP shares the LLC with other
cores. It will access all data through the LLC. Since the LAP
itself explicitly manages all memory and internal scratchpad
accesses, we want to avoid the overhead of it having to
participate in the L2 coherency protocol. Instead, the LAP
expects necessary data to be in LLC or DRAM when it starts
computing. However, since data might be cached in the
CPU’s L1 or L2, the CPU now has to explicitly evict data to
the LLC. In our setup, caches are non-inclusive and writeback. The clflush instruction by default evicts the targeted
block all the way to DRAM. If the block exists in the LLC, it
will be invalidated and further evicted. In our scenario, we
wish to manage the eviction and keep or store the block
in the LLC by not invalidating and potentially updating
an already existing, or by allocating a new LLC cache
line that potentially replaces and evicts others. There are
two plausible options to support this: (1) adding a special
instruction in the ISA that handles eviction only to the LLC,
or (2) setting a configurable register in the LLC controller
to identify if a block should be invalidated or kept/stored
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Fig. 5: Accelerator coupling at different levels of the memory hierarchy.
when software eviction happens. We opted for the latter
implementation due to its simplicity and transparent change
from the software perspective.
Figure 5b shows the data movements for this case. The
CPU evicts necessary data to the LLC. Afterwards, the LAP
accesses the LLC to get its data to operate on. If the LAP
experiences an LLC miss, the request is forwarded and
serviced by the main memory controller. Similarly, the LAP
writes results back to the LLC, which, in case of capacity
misses, can lead to previous results being evicted to DRAM.
A closer integration with potentially lower distance and
latency would be to couple the accelerator to the CPU at
the level of L1 or L2 caches and buses. While we considered
this option, it is less appropriate for loosely coupled coarsegrain accelerators. Such accelerators usually afford a greater
area budget than tightly coupled ones. This allows them
to operate with complex data paths and internal memory
for acceleration of complete tasks or kernels. Coupling a
greater area budget close to the main CPU would pose
challenges in achieving timing closure and meeting tight
clock frequency constraints set for latency-sensitive L1 and
L2 caches. Moreover, buses and interconnect of private L1
and L2 caches are usually not designed to support multiple
connected cores. Furthermore, when task-level accelerators
are allowed to access and share a private L1 or L2, the
capacity pressure of the relatively small caches increases.
Hence, potential performance degradation resulting from
cache pollution and cache trashing can negate acceleration
benefits, especially when executing on CPU cores and accelerators concurrently. A number of recent works have proposed acceleration engines placed in between L1 and L2 [2].
However, for reasons outlined above, such approaches do
not target task/kernel level invocations, but are restricted to
acceleration at finer instruction-level granularity.
5.3

Performance Model

In the following, we extend our performance model from
Section 4.2 to incorporate different on-/off-chip accelerator coupling scenarios. We assume that once the CPU is
done with pre-processing, the GEMM is offloaded to the

accelerator without any further modifications. However, as
mentioned in Section 4.2, since the total data exchanged by
the CPU and the accelerator during one GEMM invocation
can reach more than 3x the total capacity of the 8MB LLC,
shared data will be spillled and predominantly exchanged
through DRAM in both on- and off-chip coupling scenarios.
In other words, a large fraction of data is exchanged through
the DRAM in either case, i.e., even when the LAP is coupled
to the LLC.
We can thus derive an upper bound on performance
assuming that pre- and post-processing times T1 and T2
remain memory-bound and are not impacted by acceleration or different accelerator coupling scenarios. In contrast
to the CPU performance model from Section 4.2, however,
we can express the processing time of the GEMM kernel on
the LAP as follows. As mentioned before, the LAP performs
internal blocking to compute C = AB in r sub-blocks with
dimensions mc × nc :

r = dn/nc e ∗ dm/mc e

(6)

To compute each sub-block, the LAP needs to read the subblock of C with size mc × nc as well as mc × k and k × nc
sized panels of A and B into its local memory, perform
the GEMM and then write the sub-block of C back. Again
assuming that memory accesses and computations are perfectly overlapped, we can derive the cost of computing all
r sub-blocks for each of the ten GEMMs on the LAP as the
maximum of compute time and the time to read/write data
from/to memory:

T2 = 10 max(2mkn/fL , r(2mc nc + mc k + knc )/wL )
= max(2NU Nq2 /fL , 10r(2mc nc + Nq (mc + nc ))/wL ),
(7)
where block sizes for a LAP with 2MB of local memory are
determined to fit all data as mc = min(max(m, 64), 256)
and nc = min(max(n, 64), 256).

6

HW/SW C O -O PTIMIZATION

In this section, we discuss HW/SW co-optimization opportunities to exploit coupling options and optimally take
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We discuss how our performance model can be further
extended to account for blocking and pipelining optimizations. Execution is blocked into b smaller sub-problems of
size m × k × n = Nq × Nq × NU /b, such that blocks of
matrices B and C are exchanged between CPU and LAP
through the LLC without the need to go to DRAM:

T = b (T1 + T2 + T3 ),
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gemm(1)

…….

gemm(i-1)

Fig. 6: Software blocking, pipelining and overlapping.
advantage of the underlying system architecture.
6.1

6.3

(8)

where pre-processing incurs costs for read-allocating relevant leaf node data while flushing dirty lines being
replaced back to DRAM, the GEMM is predominantly
cache-contained, and post-processing incurs costs for readalllocating leaf node data into the cache. The size of leaf
node data accessed per block is thereby upper-bounded by
the block dimension n = NU /b:

Cache-Aware Blocking

T1 = 2 min(Noct , NU /b)Nq /wC
T2 = 2NU Nq2 /bfL
T3 = min(Noct , NU /b)Nq /wC

(9)

In order to minimize data movement and unnecessary
round-trip transfers to DRAM with LLC coupling, all data
should ideally be exchanged between CPU and the accelerator exclusively through the LLC. As Figure 4 shows, in the
U-list, CPU and LAP communicate by exchanging matrices
B and C during GEMM calls. Since the LAP operates on
both matrices simultaneously in a streaming fashion, ideally
both matrix B and matrix C should remain resident in the
LLC for the duration of such calls. To achieve this, we
modify the U-list such that the program operates on smaller,
blocked versions of matrix B and C whose total size is equal
or smaller than the LLC capacity.

These b iterations are then further pipelined, where input
and output permutation on the CPU are overlapped with
the GEMM on the LAP. Assuming perfect overlapping between all memory transfers and computations, and ignoring
filling and flushing of the pipeline, the pipelined execution
time becomes:

6.2

7

Prefetching, Pipelining and Overlapping

When GEMM operations are executing on the LAP, the CPU
is generally idling until the LAP signals completion and the
output permutation can resume by processing the C result.
However, we can note that auxiliary M.scale and M.perm
metadata needed by output permutations is independent
of GEMM execution and can thus be prefetched ahead. We
modify the code flow to accommodate this optimization,
such that the CPU prefetches the required metadata for output permutation while the LAP is performing the GEMM.
Moreover, with blocking of matrices into tasks with
smaller granularity, we can apply software pipelining to
exploit additional overlapping and parallelism between accelerator and CPU. As shown in Figure 6, with input permutation, GEMM, and output permutation tasks denoted as
in(i), gemm(i), and out(i), respectively, where i represents the
iteration phase of the blocking, while the LAP is operating
on one iteration of the GEMM, the CPU simultaneously
performs output and input permutations for the portions of
B and C from the previous and next iterations, respectively.
Initially when i=0, the CPU starts executing the first
block of the input computation, in(0). The first block of the
input computation will produce a number of column vectors
of matrix B, encapsulated by the green rectangle on the top
part of figure 6. Afterwards, when the input permutation
enter stage in(1), the LAP executes gemm(0) which takes
the input produced by the CPU at in(0). Then on the next
stage, the result of the GEMM computation will be ready to
be used by the out(0). Moreover, on this stage, the LAP is
simultaneously ready to execute the next iteration gemm(1).

(10)
(11)

T =b max(2NU Nq2 /bfL , 3 min(Noct , NU /b)Nq /wC ) (12)

M ODEL -BASED E XPLORATION

In this section, we use analytical performance models presented in previous sections to discuss algorithm/architecture exploration on various scenarios. We
demonstrate different design points with respect to varying
parameters such as Chebyshev degree, FLOPS, bandwidth and
different HW/SW co-optimizations and coupling scenarios.
Figure 7a plots projected FMM runtime in total system
cycles (CPU cycles at 2GHz) for varying q across different fL with off-chip coupling following Equations (2)-(4)
and Equation (7). We explore both a traditional DRAM
coupling of the LAP (using peak DRAM bandwidth of
wL = 12.8 GB/s) as well as a near-memory scenario with
10x more LAP bandwidth (wL = 128 GB/s). In general,
runtime improves with fL for both options until the GEMM
on the LAP becomes memory-bound. For large q , runtime is
dominated by the GEMM kernels and significant speedups
can be achieved by acceleration. For q < 8, the GEMMs
become smaller and are memory-dominated already at
lower LAP FLOPS. A near-memory integration can provide
additional performance, but gains are limited by a strict performance floor set by pre- and post-processing runtimes on
the CPU. In memory-bound cases, near-memory integration
can improve runtime by up to 20% for q = 14.
Figure 7b and Figure 7c show FMM runtime for onchip coupling with blocking and pipeling optimizations
(Equations (8) and (12)) , respectively. Comparing Figure 7a
and Figure 7b, we can observe that blocking optimizations
alone rarely improve baseline performance. Since matrices
need to be brought into the cache at least once, pre- and
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Fig. 7: Design space explorations with different optimizations and LAP coupling scenarios.
post-processing benefit from blocking optimizations only
in a limited manner, while the GEMM is largely computedominated. By contrast, pipelining optimizations (Figure 7c)
can further improve performance. With a properly balanced
pipeline, the GEMMs are hidden and a constant execution
time as determined by the sum of pre- and post-processing
times is achieved irrespective of q or fL . For q = 14 and low
fL , a pipeline imbalance leads to runtime being dominated
by GEMMs again.

8

S IMULATION -BASED E VALUATION

In this section, we present our evaluation methodology and
comprehensive results across different acceleration options.
As discussed before, we adopt FMM U-list as a representative application exhibiting heterogeneous data exchanges
between host CPU and an accelerator.
We use a cycle-accurate MARSSx86 [5] full-system simulator for architecture evaluation. The simulator itself has
been calibrated to model a highly representative x86 CPU
baseline targeting HPC applications. We specifically configured and calibrated the simulator to match an Intel Core
i7-920 CPU. As an example of a hardware accelerator, the
simulator from [5] integrates a cycle-accurate model of the
LAP. We feed statistics obtained from MARSSx86 into McPAT [33] to model the total CPU energy. Finally, we attach
DRAMSim2 [43] to model an accurate DRAM delay and
energy. We measured a single-core maximum bandwidth
of 3GB/s in the simulator and use that for performance
models. Table 4 shows the detailed system configuration.
We run FMM using the simulator across different q s. We
fast-forward execution in native emulation and only simulate the U-list using the cycle-accurate system model. Since
execution statistics from the simulator are deterministic, we
only use a single run for every q scenario.
8.1

DRAM Accesses

We first evaluate impact of integration options on DRAM
overhead, which is the main optimization goal affected by
different accelerator couplings. Figure 8 shows the total
number of DRAM accesses in the U-list under different
HW/SW coupling options across varying q . We compare
the original U-list with basic acceleration of GEMM calls
(Orig) to a U-list with prefetching (Orig + Pref ), with cacheaware blocking (Blocking), with blocking and prefetching
(Blocking + Pref ), and with blocking and software pipelining

TABLE 4: System configuration.

Parameter
Clock frequency
Fetch Width
Dispatch Width
Issue Width
Commit Width
Writeback Width
Cache Block Size
L1-I Cache
L1-D Cache
L2 Cache
LLC

Core Model
2GHz
4
4
5
4
4
64B
32kB, 8-way
32kB, 8-way
256kB, 8-way
8MB, 16-way
LAP

FLOPS rate
Local Memory

40GFLOPS
2MB
DRAM

DDR Type
Specification

DDR3-1600
Micron MT41J256M4

(Pipelining) for both DRAM and LLC coupled LAP accelerators. As expected, when the accelerator is coupled as an
external device requiring data to be always exchanged via
DRAM, none of the software optimizations significantly affect DRAM accesses. DRAM accesses are slightly increased
with blocking due to reduced cache and scratchpad locality
with smaller matrices.
By contrast, when the accelerator is coupled at the LLC,
a cache-aware blocking approach reduces the number of
DRAM accesses by 50%. The blocking case is optimized to
ensure that all data exchanged between CPU and accelerator
fits into the LLC, avoiding DRAM round trips for CPULAP communication. However, blocking benefits decrease
with higher q . In the q = 14 case, due to algorithmic
limitation, the smallest chunk that matrices B and C can
be partitioned into already exceeds LLC capacity. Hence,
significant capacity misses are unavoidable and result in
additional DRAM accesses.
Prefetching does not generally affect DRAM access
counts, but in the blocked case (Blocking + Pref ), a minor
decrease is observed. This is due to the Least-Recently
Used (LRU) cache replacement policy. With prefetching,
data already in the LLC is marked as used, which reduces
the likelihood of it being evicted before being needed next
as compared to other, less recently used lines. However,
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Fig. 8: DRAM accesses with different integration options across varying q .
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Fig. 9: Execution cycles with different integration options across varying q .
adding prefetching to a non-blocking approach instead increases the number of DRAM accesses (Orig + Prefetch). Due
to the large number of capacity conflicts in the non-blocking
case, prefetched data is likely be evicted again from the
cache before it can even be used.
8.2

Execution Time

Figure 9 shows total system cycles for U-list execution under
different optimization and coupling options across varying
q . Total execution time is broken down into cycles spent
on different parts, including Overlap periods in which the
GEMM on the LAP runs in parallel with either prefetching
or input and output permutations on the CPU. Note that
Pref refers to extra cycles spent on prefetching when it can
not be completely hidden behind a shorter GEMM.
Among HW/SW optimizations, due to additional overheads, performance is slightly decreased with blocking
alone. Prefetching can in turn be applied to compensate
such overheads. The best improvement is observed from
pipelining and overlapping (Pipelining). At lower q , execution times are dominated by permutations and there are
only small gains from overlapping them on the CPU with
the GEMM on the LAP. As q grows, first input and then
output permutations are hidden behind the increasingly
dominating GEMM (except for non-overlapped invocations
needed to fill and flush the software pipeline). At q = 10,
both permutations are maximally overlapped and balanced

with the GEMM. This yields a 37% better performance
compared to the non-optimized solution (Orig). However,
these speedups almost exclusively stem from exploiting
available parallelism between accelerator and CPU, i.e. they
are not a function of data movement optimizations and,
ultimately, do not vary significantly across different accelerator couplings. Although the number of DRAM accesses
in Figure 9 strongly depends on accelerator coupling and
is significantly reduced with LLC blocking, the impact on
performance is generally relatively minor, with a maximal
gain of up to 20% comparing LLC to DRAM coupling. As
discussed in Section 7, the GEMM is normally computebound and input/output permutation do not benefit significantly from blocking.
Closer observation shows that input permutations consume more execution cycles in LAP-DRAM than LAP-LLC
due to flushing overhead to off-chip DRAM. In case of the
GEMM, as it becomes smaller and thinner with smaller
q , the computation to memory ratio and data locality in
the LAP decrease, making it more memory bound. With
ample parallelism, the LAP executing is not latency sensitive, but coupling it to the LLC with higher bandwidth
benefits performance resulting in 10% faster GEMM execution in LLC vs. DRAM coupling at q = 4 (higher DRAM
bandwidth, e.g. through in-memory LAP placement could
potentially alleviate such differences). However, at bigger
q , GEMM executions differ by less than 2%. Finally, output
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Fig. 10: DRAM energy with different integration options across varying q .
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Fig. 11: Total energy with different integration options across varying q .
permutations are largely unaffected by coupling. However,
due to increased overhead and cache pressure, performance
actually decreases with LLC coupling and blocking at larger
q . Coupled with previously discussed blocking limitations,
this makes LLC worse than DRAM coupling at q = 14.
8.3

Energy

We further evaluate potential energy benefits of different
architecture and algorithm options. We first focus on DRAM
energy savings as the primary aspect that is affected by
data movement and accelerator placement/coupling optimizations. Figure 10 shows the DRAM energy breakdown
across different coupling options and varying q . We break
energy consumption down into static background energy
due to leakage, energy spent on periodic refresh, and dynamic energy consumption dependent on activation and
read/write activity. As can be observed, static background
and periodic refresh energy is the most contributing factor.
Such idle baseline power contributes from 60% up to 80% of
total energy consumption. As such, while dynamic energy
reduces by 50%-60% proportionally to the reduced number
of DRAM accesses shown in Figure 8 with blocking and
LLC coupling, total energy improvements are limited due
to small share of dynamic energy.
At the full system level (Figure 11), this translate into
even smaller savings. The graph shows the total system

energy broken down by contributions from individual system components. As can be seen, the CPU consumes the
largest portion of energy spent, followed by the DRAM
and the LAP with a comparably tiny fraction. Due to
additional base overheads and relatively constant energy
contributions by the CPU and the LAP, savings in dynamic
DRAM energy across different integration options and data
movement optimizations have limited effect on total energy.
Variations in energy consumption are predominantly due
to differences in static idle and leakage power accumulated
over different total execution times. This is the case both at
the DRAM and full system levels, where the CPU is also
the dominant contributor of static leakage power (while
its dynamic energy varies little given the same workload).
In other words, energy savings are primarily driven by
improvements in performance.
Through a combination of dynamic DRAM energy and
execution time, i.e. static idle power savings, when coupling
the LAP at LLC and applying aggressive software pipelining
and overlapping optimizations, reductions in DRAM data
movement between the LAP and CPU reduce the total
system energy by up to 17% compared to coupling at the
DRAM level. All in all, primarily driven by execution time
savings, pipelining and overlapping yields up to 43% lower
energy consumption compared to the original solution, but
is, again, largely independent of the architecture coupling.
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TABLE 5: Performance model validation.

q
4
6
8
10
14

LAP-DRAM
Orig [MCycles]
M odel
Sim

183
193
235
311
529

190
195
220
288
502

LAP-LLC
Block [MCycles]
M odel
Sim

177
188
240
317
524

176
189
223
297
522

LAP-LLC
Pipeline [MCycles]
M odel
Sim

148
150
151
190
388

150
150
152
188
448
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